Jingle Craft Instructions


1. If you would like to wear your craft as a bracelet or anklet, trim your piece of material so that it fits snugly around your wrist or ankle. Otherwise, you can hang your craft as decoration. Make sure there is a hole near the end of each end of the material.

2. Thread one bell onto the white thread and slide it into the middle of the piece of thread. Tuck both ends of the thread through Hole #2, then come back up (with both ends of thread) through Hole #3 and thread on the second bell. Tie a knot to keep the bell tight, then put both ends of the thread back through Hole #3. Continue until all bells are laced in place and tie a knot to secure the last bell. Leave one hole at either end of the bracelet.

3. Using the longer piece of black cord, create a loop by folding it in half and pushing the folded part through the hole at the top of the material. Tie the ends together in a knot.

4. Using the shorter piece of black cord, thread one end through the bottom hole and thread 3 beads, pushing both ends of the cord through the beads. Knot the cord at the end to secure the beads.

Enjoy your craft!

Visit www.kpbs.org/onebook for more information about the One Book for Kids program.